BILINGUAL PROGRAM - Seven young teachers from France met yesterday with school board officials in preparation for beginning their duties in a model bilingual program at Alice Boucher Elementary School. Seated from left are James Domengeaux, chairman of CODOFIL; Philippe Rossillon, advisor to the French government; Charles Delana, superintendent of Lafayette Parish; Philip Doucet, president of Lafayette Parish; and Alain Desol, French educational consultant. Standing from left are Odette Coussan, curriculum specialist; Dr. Ruth Bradley, director of the bilingual program; Harold J. Trahan, principal of Alice Boucher; Alain Desol, French educational consultant, and the seven teachers—Jean-Claude Schlickling, Janine Schlickling Francis Fanjeaux, Guy Bachelier, Raymonde Bachelier, Alain Desol, and Danielle Mar.